
Spokane Valley, Council Position #6,   Pat Stretch 

Evaluation: Green  (Supports Conservative Values) 

Responded:     

Sorry in advance for exceeding word limit on a few of the responses, but I couldn't fully explain position without 

exceeding limit on two of them. 

 

1.      Should elected leadership involve local Charitable Non-Profits in issues relating to Social issues? 
(Homeless and Street individuals) 

Most certainly – however, we should not solely rely on charitable non-profits to solve the homeless 
issues.  In order to effectively address this issue, we need to work together as a team.  Police, parks 
department, code enforcement, and council must participate in this remedy, along with charitable non-
profits and mental health professionals.  Enforcement of our no camping ordinances must be enforced, 
especially on our streets, trails, and parks – never should a grandmother be afraid of taking her 
grandchildren to a Spokane Valley park because we have homeless people sleeping, littering, and/or 
intimidating that tax paying citizen. In fact, future safety considerations must be taken into consideration 
before we build parks and trails.  Far left liberal policies dealing with homelessness have failed here in the 
Inland Empire, and we need to use a different strategy in Spokane Valley that offers a compassionate 
helping hand, but does not enable and encourage people to become homeless. My belief is that our current 
policies tend to import homelessness from other counties and states, and this has to addressed.  Spokane 
Valley can deal with this issue in a different manner than our neighbors to the west, and it won’t cost us any 
more tax dollars than we are already paying.  I can lead that change if elected. 

2.      To what level should elected leadership be concerned with individual property rights? 
Individual property rights should be respected.  Our current form of government allows for citizen input 
at council meetings, as well as every two years in the election process.  Elected leaders should be 
responsive to the entire citizenry in this issue. 
3.      How can government strengthen the local economy? Continuing with the process we have in 
place.  Smart growth, maintaining our outstanding infrastructure, roads, housing choice, transportation, 
and schools while at the same time, being business friendly to prospective employers in order to get 
them to locate within Spokane Valley. 
4.      Which is best, government controls or free markets, and why? We need both.  Many would 
argue that lack of government controls is what led us into the last recession; however, government can 
certainly get in the way and impede free markets.  Common sense, and not an extreme left or extreme 
right view should get us to the best possible place when it comes to what which one is best.  
5.      When should government be involved in Social engineering? This is a loaded question.  There 
are some issues that I feel social engineering by government succeeded, with tobacco use being the 
prime example in my life. However, we need to be careful in this area as history would remind us how 
social engineering can have devastating results. 
6.      How can government strengthen Families?  Apply common sense strategies, not keep going 
from extreme left and extreme right points of view in this area.  I would strive to ensure that our 
families live in a safe, secure city.  Keep our excellent educational opportunities available.  Continue to 
make Spokane Valley the best choice to live in when it comes to raising a family. 

7.      Who is responsible for the child, the parents or the State?     Why? Both are responsible.  I am 
currently raising two children who found themselves in the foster system.  My son was found in a dwelling 
unit with only some Cheetos spread out on the floor, no other food in the house, and he was less than one 
year old.  We were his 4th placement in his first two years of life when we make the decision to adopt 
him.  The mom lost all of her kids as there was no possible way she would have ever been able to raise 
them.  Having been a foster parent, having worked in the prosecutor’s office as well as in a juvenile 
correctional center, I understand this issue very well and the answer is not an either/or!  



7.      Explain your understanding of following, regarding the US Constitution, should it be understood by 
“Original Intent” and /or as a “Living Document”? Both.  Our founding fathers understood that the 
original document would be a living document, and in within this document are the ways for it to be 
changed.  The 18th and 21st amendments are the prime examples of how this document is a living 
document and also how it is responsive to the citizens of the United States. 
8.      Have you read the Washington State Constitution, and do you agree to support this document 
entirely? I have read the Washington State Constitution, but have not committed it to 
memory.  Again, this is a loaded question.  The document itself does not address every issue which will 
come before us in City Council decisions, and certainly should not be the sole document one relies upon 
to make a decision.   

 

 


